Few account for the cultural, social and political differences between students outside the UK. As an African myself, I've never felt that sense of belonging to a community where like-minded learners gather to ensure everyone feels at home. That's at the centre of my campaign; I will be at the disposal of anyone who feels they are not attending a real university.

Specifically, I will hold weekly meetings with every area's representative so we can engage more students to participate and specify the challenges that you face. And more importantly, make your college experience memorable.

Also, I will make the Freshers a time you will never forget. It will notably include presentations made by students of their respective countries to get a taste of different cultures. During my administration, I hope to build a global network of international students from which we all benefit by working with each other.

Before joining the OU, I won a bronze medal in the 2020 International Youth Mathematics Olympiad and tutored students in arithmetic and number theory in the national olympiads. So, I will volunteer for online sessions with incoming maths/stat students to help with TMAs, send relevant links and assist every student with their OU journey. I plan to make every student's success at the core of my electoral agenda.

Finally, the diversity of the student body is our strength. And it would be my honour to represent international students and lead every one of you to make use of this diversity.

- I pledge to integrate international students through weekly conferencing to pose specific challenges pupils face.
- I pledge to build a network of students capable of providing opportunities and assistance to each other.
- I pledge to devote most of my free time to students in need.
- Our diversity is our strength!
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Area Representative International